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OUT OF THE SHADOWS:
HOW TO FOIL CYBERCRIMINALS
The world is a lot smaller than it was just a decade ago. With the internet ruling everything we do,
international communication and business have now become a breeze. But it is important to keep in
mind the risks that come along with this and to take precautions against cybercrime.
WORDS Ω JESSICA ABELSOHN
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n Australia, identity crime impacts more than 75,000
people each year and costs the economy more than
$1.6 billion. Cybercriminals are highly motivated,
exceptionally organised, sophisticated and well-funded, and
the fact that we live our lives on the internet makes their
job even easier. Technology has allowed crime to proliferate
in ways it never could before, and further technological
advances are only set to increase the opportunities for
cybercrime. By the end of 2015, experts are speculating that
more than half of all cybercrime attacks will be targeted at
mobile devices.

technology (ICT), or where computers or ICT are part
of an offence, such as online fraud and identity theft.
“What makes it a cybercrime is the fact that the
technology is essential for the commission of the crime,
like unauthorised access to a computer, or using a computer
code to break into a system and transfer funds illegally,”
explains Alana Maurushat, Co-Director of the Cyberspace
Law and Policy Community.
In Australia, cybercrime generally takes place during
mobile banking transactions, online money transfers,
lending, broking and the issuing of credit cards.

While the fact that Australia is a highly connected country
is crucial to the way we live our lives and the way we do
business, the internet and the digital economy are also key
facilitators of criminal activity.

For example, at the beginning of 2014, a new variant of
malicious software (malware) was identified: TorrentLocker.
The malware avoided all of the known testing environments,
making detection difficult. TorrentLocker was distributed
via spam emails, delivering a ransom message and using the
branding of a number of trusted Australian corporations.

“Organised crime has identified and seized the opportunity
to exploit for financial gain in Australians’ use of computer
systems and the internet,” agrees Paul Williams, acting CEO of
the Australian Crime Commission (ACC).

Although fewer than two per cent of infected systems
worldwide actually paid the ransom, the malware cost the
affected companies thousands of dollars. One Australian
corporation estimates that the total cost of its response since
mid-2014, including monitoring, takedown actions against
malicious domains and brand protection, has been $185,000.

WHAT IS CYBERCRIME?
Legally, the term ‘cybercrime’ is defined internationally
as crimes directed at computers or other communications
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“Fraud is the leading
crime in the cyber world,
but there are other
dangerous and more
silent crimes, such as
intrusion on your network
to gather information.”
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“One Australian corporation
estimates that the total cost of its
response since mid-2014, including
monitoring, takedown actions against
malicious domains, and brand
protection, has been $185,000.”
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Recently, a criminal group was found to be targeting broker systems,
with spam emails and malware used throughout long periods of document
theft and reconnaissance.
“Users of the broker system were targeted with malicious software to
assist actors in gaining access to the brokerage system,” says an Australian
Federal Police (AFP) spokesperson.

DANGER AHEAD
“Cybercrime is a global problem. Current cyber threats originate from
a range of sources including individuals, issue-motivated groups and
organised crime syndicates, and the dangers differ with regard to
the particular area of society,” exlpains an AFP spokesperson. “The
dangers to organisations include large fi nancial fraud and fi nancial
losses, industrial espionage, theft of intellectual property or sensitive
information, and loss of public confidence and reputation. Those examples
are not exhaustive though.”

CASE STUDY:
A BROKER TARGETED
Alex Palmer, licensee at Mercury Money in
WA, became aware of a scam when a ‘client’
walked into the office claiming she had taken out
a loan through the company. After delving deeper,
Palmer figured out it was a case of internet fraud and
promptly took the victim to the police to report it.

And while increasing smartphone capabilities also increase risk,
Williams believes that malware poses the biggest cyber threat to Australia
over the next five years. “Cybercrime acts against computers are becoming
more sophisticated and are common,” he explains. “Criminals can access
ready-made malicious software packages over the internet or get tips and
advice from underground websites or chat rooms. [They] are infecting
computers through spam emails and fake commercial websites with
embedded malware.”

“She produced copies of my business registration
and mortgage broking licence. She’d been surfing the
internet and a pop-up ad came up with my company
name. It was a simple scam where they download
public information and send potential victims that
public information as credibility. They acted fast to
approve a loan within hours and then pushed the
victims to pay quickly.”

When it comes to businesses, Maurushat says it’s intrusion that can
be disastrous. “Clearly fraud is the leading crime in the cyber world, but
there are other dangerous and more silent, difficult to detect crimes, such
as intrusion on your network to gather information,” she says. “In many
instances, corporations or organisations have been infiltrated and often it
has been close to a year before they are detected. In that time, important
information about their corporation, trade secrets, funds and other data
that makes them competitive may have been copied and is now in the
hands of those they would not otherwise allow access to.”

While there was no breach of Palmer’s company IT
system, he felt it was up to him to help the victims. After
reporting it to the police, he reported it to ScamNet WA,
ACORN, AFP and the banking ombudsman.
“I shut my website down and put a warning on it as
well,” Palmer says. “Anything I could do where a victim
could go online or ring me to verify whether it was a
legitimate loan or not, I did it.”

The consequences of a data breach can be huge – to your client and
your business – including a ruined reputation, vandalism of your company
name, theft, the loss of intellectual property and the loss of revenue.

Palmer believes the scammers have now moved on
to a different company because he effectively cut off
their revenue, but from the two-month period that the
scammers were using Mercury Money credentials, he
has received dozens of phone calls and estimates that
millions of dollars have been lost to the scammers.

WARNING SIGNS
“What the AFP has seen trending at present against the [Australian
fi nancial sector] is social engineering,” the AFP spokesperson says.
“This is where a criminal actor crafts what appears to be a legitimate
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His advice? Be proactive. “Try to help the victims as
much as you can and contact your local authorities as
soon as you notice something is amiss,” he says.
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“While securing
a network is very
important, the
education of network users
is also vital to a complete
IT security solution.”

“There are a number of exploits for smartphones and mobile
devices and we are seeing this increase exponentially as people
rely on their smartphones more as computers than traditional
phones,” a spokesperson from the AFP says.
Williams from the ACC agrees that this can be a real
concern. “The use of cyber technology to facilitate or enhance
the serious and organised criminal threat is a serious concern.
The ability to commit crime remotely and anonymously is
attracting an ever-expanding variety of criminal actors whose
primary motive is to gain fi nancially from their illegal activity.”

WHAT’S NEXT?
In November 2014, the Australian Cybercrime Online
Reporting Network (ACORN) was launched. It is a joint project
between the Attorney-General’s Department, CrimTrac, the
Australian Crime Commission and all police agencies. The
system receives cybercrime reports from members of the
public, provides advice to users to better protect themselves and
automatically refers reports to police for investigation.

email seeking information or for a recipient of the email to run
an attached fi le on the corporate network. Social engineering
is occurring via direct telephone calls to staff as well. While
securing a network is very important, education of network
users is also vital to a complete IT security solution.”
When it comes to protecting yourself and your clients,
Williams says the key is making it difficult for criminals to
commit the crime. “Like serious and organised criminals in
general, cybercriminals are primarily motivated by profit. The
more difficult you make their job, the more likely they are to leave
you alone and move on to an easier target.” Tips that the ACC can
provide include keeping patches and updates current, choosing
strong passwords, ensuring security software is up-to-date, and
reviewing bank and credit card statements regularly.

Already, ACORN has received more than 18,000 reports,
with more than 60 per cent being referred to agencies.
Furthermore, according to the Attorney-General’s
Department, the Australian Government has expanded access
to the national Document Verification Service (DVS) to help
more businesses combat identity-based crime. “The DVS is
a national online system that allows businesses to compare a
customer’s identifying information with the government record,”
a spokesperson says. “Using the DVS may help brokers meet
their Know Your Customer requirements under anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorism laws.”

The Attorney-General’s Department lists some other
tips specifically for brokers. “Warning signs brokers can
look for include when evidence of identity documents do not
electronically verify through an independent and authoritative
source, evidence of identity documents do not look like they
should and the individual’s identity documents are not under a
single name, and the individual does not provide an adequate
reason why,” a spokesperson suggests.

Ultimately, brokers are responsible for ensuring their own
data is protected. Ensure your system is secure and your clients
will feel a lot more comfortable about their records.
“You are the custodians of the data and you need to treat
the data the same way that you would take care of a fi re pit in a
campsite: always make sure that there is no possibility for the
fi re to leave the pit, and take all precautions necessary,” says
Maushurat. “If conditions are too dangerous to light a fi re, you
shouldn’t have one. The same could be said of data. Take what
you need only and, if you cannot safely secure the data, then
you shouldn’t be collecting it in the fi rst place.” ΩΩΩ

According to Maurushat, no matter what industry you’re part
of, you have a duty to store data safely. “Only collect as much data
as you actually need. There is a trend to over collect. Financial
data should be treated as sensitive information with appropriate
encryption and similar levels of protection.”
On top of your computer systems, it’s also important to be
wary of the information you carry on your mobile phone.
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